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Songlines 
 

1. On the fourth page of your Main Lesson book, please put the title: Songlines.  

2. Read the quotes below and choose one to copy under the title.  

3. Draw a portion of the painting provided, include the title Kungkarangkalpa and the artist’s 

names.  

4. On page five of your ML book, write written responses to the following: 

a. Describe what you understand Songlines to be (include in your answer a comparison 

between Whitefella way; roads, and Aboriginal way; Dreaming tracks). 

Approximately 150-200 words 

b. Today we tend to rely on Google Maps or similar navigation systems to get us from 

place to place. What implications do you think this reliance on technology has on our 

connection to place? Approx. 100 words 

 

Quotes: 

“We have no books, our history was not written by people with pen and paper. It is in the land, the footprints of our 

Creation Ancestors are on the rocks. The hills and creek beds they created as they dwelled in this land surround us. 

We learned from our grandmothers and grandfathers as they showed us these sacred sites, told us the stories, sang 

and danced with us the Tjukurpa (the Dreaming Law). We remember it all; in our minds, our bodies and feet as we 

danced the stories. We continually recreate the Tjukurpa.” Nganyintya, a Pitjanjatjara woman and elder.  

 

“The Martu people of the deep desert don’t need maps because they are the map, all of them custodians of the 

interlocking story that is Martu country.” Kim Mahood, Seven Sisters Dreaming 

 

“Songlines map the creation of the Australian continent as form emerged from formlessness through song. These 

songs have been sung since feet first followed the tracks of their creation Ancestors across country.” Kim Mahood, 

Seven Sisters Dreaming 

 

“Painting the song of the land is only possible for people who hear music when they see country.” Diana Jones, 

Painting the Song 

 

“Story was patterned into song that told the names of country, told when and where edible plants grew, told of the 

grassland, and the sand dunes and salt lakes, and the ancestral beings that inhabited them. And water, always water. 

Songs were learnt as people travelled the places names in the song, the rhyme of the song matching the rhythm of 

walking. Through the body, song became dance, which in turn became ceremony.” Kim Mahood, Seven Sisters 

Dreaming 
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Kungkarangkalpa – Seven Sisters Tjala Arts 2015 by Tjungkara Ken, Yaritji Young, Maringka 

Tunkin, Freda Brady and Sandra Ken. 


